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An Established Medium
The motion pictures have established themselves as
, a definite artistic medium—one that, though not so great
nor so perfected yet as words or painting or music, is
beginning to take an important place as one of the means
by which man can convey his thoughts, his dreams, his
plans, and his-history.
Not only is the cinema potentially great as a storyteller, carrying fiction and fantasy to a large, eager
audience, but it can also lay claim to value as a chronicler of the times. What words cannot at times express
t h e movies often record with accuracy for posterity. The
, whole great saga of the western trek of the Oklahoma
migratory laborers, the tale of the Mississippi river, the
tragedy of soil erosion in the middle states—all of these
things have been set down in documentary films for
future generations to view and to profit from.
The contemporary scene—the modes and customs and
society of the twentieth century—has been recorded indelibly and, to some, degree, accurately. The great victories of man and the great mistakes and defeats of man
are being filmed and stored away that the future may
know of us what w e d o not know of the past.
Scenes have been filmed directly a t their occurrence
in the present mass suicide in Europe. These shots of
actual living horrors that took place yesterday o r t h e
day before are the most effective anti-war propaganda
that has ever been turned out. In their absolute reality
the pictures of burning towns in Norway, at destroyed
bodies on any battle field are shocking the American
people into believing sincerely that war, as the man said,
is hell. This is a lesson that words did not teach us in
t h e last war—indeed a lesson that words, distorted and
destroyed in the last war.
The full influence of the motion picture is infinite
-when it can be realized. Its audience is greater and more
easily swayed than that of almost any other medium.
And so the responsibility is ponderous t h a t lies on t h e
shoulders of the men who hold such sway over the intellects and the emotions oi so many people. Perhaps it is
greater than they realize. Misdirected power is dynamite.

Critical College Students
It is rather interesting to listen to the average political speaker speaking to the average college audience;
and this year the opportunities for so doing are frequent.
The politician seems to remember having read somewhere that the youth of the country want jobs, that the
way to sway an audience is to appeal to the emotions, not
to the reason. And with this tho light in the back of his
mind he proceeds to promise jobs, to call on the patriotism of the future of America.
He fails to realize that m os t^allcE^-jtntfGiTTsTiave
come to listen to him chiefly in hopes of finding holes
—to"pick in his argument. They are at an age where they
consider that they know more than ordinary mortals, and
they resent his talking down to them.
They know enough of campus politics to distrust
promises, especially liberal ones. They take pride in
concealing their patriotism a n d revealing their knowledge of the political and economic straits of the country.
Vague references to tbe need of the times and the responsibility of youth amuse them.
College students are kept in a state of mental alertness by their study, and while they may be lacking in
practical experience, they are not lacking in practical
facts. Political bombast from a middle-aged man who
thinks them easily impressed is more annoying than
insulting.
Some clever campaigner will realize that it takes
intelligent youth to talk to youth' on its own level; and
that campaigner will win the new votes.
—A. M. S.

Exam Preparation—a Problem
Cramming for examinations, encouraged or discouraged, does go on and probably will continue to go on
as long as procrastination is a part of human nature.
The library, despite the often deprecated first floor
lighting facilities, is one of the best places on the campus
for studying. Dormitories, and especially double rooms,
' are in general too noisy for even concentrated review,
not to mention cramming. Classrooms and t h e graduate
dormitory parlors are a t present being pressed into use,
but two students engaged in a last minute bull session
on chemistry can, and usually do, render a whole room
unfit for use by anyone else.
The hours from the time the library closes at 10:20
until dormitories quiet down after midnight are now
extremely unprofitable ones in which to attempt studying. Administration consent for t h e library to remain
optin for study until 12 p.m. would greatly alleviate
conditions for those who insist on following the educationally-unwise policy of eleventh hour cramming, as
well as for those conducting a systematic review or a
final perusal of notes.
—L. w. c.
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Duke has its fair share ot
college playboys, but it lacks
a hangout with a trill1; collegIntc atmosphere where these
rollicking good fellows can
the Goody Shop, Rinaldl's, or
on Saturday night, the Tavern, but there are only Freddie's Diner squared off. What
Huddle.
Collegiate
Atmosphere
As soon as you enter the
Huddle the collegiate atmosphere envelops and carries
realm of sprightly small-talk
that makes you the average
conception of a typical Joe
College. It is not the plicd-up
Northwestern crs that create
this pervading influence; rath-
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FERRELL'S REAUTY SALON
Phone J-8051
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You'll think "gorgeous"
an understatement after
you have beautified your
crowning glory w i t h our sensational hairdo.
Swooping coiffure ending in "off the neck"
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fall over everybody else to
find himself a roost. Encir,cling the room is a continuous, leather coated bench adjoining small tables, and in
the nucleus are set large tables with comfortable streamlined chairs. Huge photomurals of Northwestem's ath-

establishment erected here.
For who wouldn't enjoy the"
twin McAfees charging down
from the walls upon his food,
or his beer? Perhaps, even
some of the Darlings of the
Near East would consent to
having their photographs on
the wall, thus creating an aid
to digestion under their be-
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Energetic College Students
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'erage person uses in his thinking
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40 calories to his basal metabolism; if he plays one of Teddy
Wilson's musical gyrations, bis figure will be upped to 500
calories, which Is the same number used when trotting down
Wrestling is by far the most strenuous sport say
- would take 125 hours of thinking to use up the s me energy
•at you must have for one hour's wrestling.
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Q. What Is your favorite means of celebration? . . . Bob Hunter . . . a good movie . . .
Tommy Rick . . . a good quarrel with Gordon
. . . all other answers to this question censored . . . all other questions censored.
From under the table . . . Larry Foster's
sister . . . seen promenading around campus
. . . looks nice from a distance . . . absence
of the SPE fraternity . . . must have gone to
their own dance fora change . . . A, McMahon
and Jane Chesson . . . getting used to that. . .
Art Peabody with three pink elephants following htm . . . Dick Connar . . . maybe he's
New Yo k parties
for the
> I shi
BDUI. THI

T H E Y O U N G MEN'S
SHOP
126-128 E . Main Street

Sunday, May 12th
No thought is quite so much appreciated
a s your loving remembrance on
Mother's Day
WE SUGGEST:
" F L O W E R S ACCORDING T O -

DOYLE"
We telegraph flowers anywhere
and anytime!

110 W. Main Stree
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Engraved Personal Cards for Commencement Invitations!
SPECIAL PRICES N O T IN EFFECT TO DUKE GRADUATES
SEE OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES 1 FARRAR BABCOCK AND JACK HEATH

CHRISTIAN PRINTING COMPANY -

124 West Parrish Street
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all around, for the Navy weight
man, Ed Hahnfeldt, had a field
day In three events last week.
Mania and Lach should find keen
competition In those events.
Duke's sophomore sprinters will
match speed with Frenchy Chabot and his Middy teammate,

Cindermen Point
For Navy Meet
the crack U. S. Naval Academy
cinder outfit, reputed to be one
of their strongest In recent years.
Only last week the Midshipmen
<erful North
77-49, and
Carolina
latter team claims a victory
•r the Blue Devils by the same
It it
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The freshman tracksters, led

Frosh Netters
Blank Deacs 6-0

II aid the YMCA council:
: freshman orientation
it fall. It is unlikely the
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Herring Speaks
To BOS Initiates

at Wake Forest with an
0 triumph over the Baby
'day's match was the last
t matches played by the

Yearbook
DeFaul university's placement
•ureau reports 40 per cent more
lacements than in 1939.

Graduation Parties
AT THE

WASHINGTON DUKE HOTEL

SGA Supports
(Continued from page 1}
At the last meeting of the Stu-

MAKE RESERVATIONS
PHONE F-101
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Sunday, May 12 Is Mother's Day
Remember Mother on Her Day with a
Gift from our large selection of
distinctive Gift Items.
Schrafft's Mother's D a y Candies
6 0 c lb. and u p
C h o i c e L i n e of Mother's Day C a r d s
5c to $ 1 . 0 0

Thoma^

BOOK S T O R E

Corcoran and Chapel Hill Streets

A

gtif
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aehelor of Science

Commencement

B. H. Wragge, famous shirt-

(•Continued from page 1)

maker, does another perfectly matched wardrobe.
time aroutid a

This

wonderful

new rayon—Herrington Cord,
in gray or beige. It looks like
fine herringbone tweed, feels
fresh as iced lettuce, tailors
with smooth perfection

ABOVE
City-country dress in vine
print rayon crepe. Yellow,
green, red, blue, brown.
12-20, 19.95. Shown with
it, new Cabby Coat in natural
Irish linen, contrast buttons.
12-18. 25.00.
LEFT
-Print and Plain Playsuit.
Herrington Cord buttondown skirt. Shorts,' shirt of
vine print rayon crepe. Blue,
red, yellow. 12-20. 19.95.
B. H. WRAGGE MATCHING
WARDROBES ARE EXCLUSIVE IN OUR COLLEGE
SHOP, SECOND FLOOR.

PanHel
Dances
May 10, 11
Teddy Powell
And His

J u s t make your next pack Chesterfields, that's all, and.
as quick as you can light up, you'll learn the meaning of real
mildness... and you will learn this too, Chesterfields are
cooler and definitely better-tasting. You get all of the right
answers to your smoking pleasure with Chesterfields... the
busiest cigarette in America.

Orchestra
Durham's Best Store
Since 1886

Series Tickets, $4.00

THEY SATIS

